Taxonomic parsing of bacteriophages using core genes and in silico proteome-based CGUG and applications to small bacterial genomes.
A combined genomics and in situ proteomics approach can be used to determine and classify the relatedness of organisms. The common set of proteins shared within a group of genomes is encoded by the "core" set of genes, which is increasingly recognized as a metric for parsing viral and bacterial species. These can be described by the concept of a "pan-genome", which consists of this "core" set and a "dispensable" set, i.e., genes found in one or more but not all organisms in the grouping. "CoreGenesUniqueGenes" (CGUG) is a web-based tool that determines this core set of proteins in a set of genomes as well as parses the dispensable set of unique proteins in a pair of viral or small bacterial genomes. This proteome-based methodology is validated using bacteriophages, aiding the reevaluation of current classifications of bacteriophages. The utility of CGUG in the analysis of small bacterial genomes and the annotation of hypothetical proteins is also presented.